
Cross-Survey Standard
Reporting Overview

The Cross-Survey Reporting feature is only available to enterprise customers. If you are
interested in Cross-Survey Reporting functionality,  please contact us for additional
information.

Cross-survey standard reports consolidate questions and elements from multiple surveys into one
report, providing a comprehensive view of customer feedback that enables more accurate insights
and informed decision-making.

When adding cross-survey questions and elements, keep in mind: 

This feature differs from the Combine Results feature. The Combine Results feature allows
you to include data from multiple identical surveys in a single report. The Cross-Survey
Reporting feature allows you to add questions and elements from different surveys into a
single report. 

How to Use Cross-Survey Reporting
1. Select a parent survey to be your starting point and then navigate to the Reports page under the
Results tab. Your parent survey could be a standard survey or a Global Question Library element. 

The parent survey is your starting point and will be the foundation of your cross-survey
report. Every cross-survey standard report starts with a parent survey, before cross-survey
questions and elements are added. Keep in mind, there are limited filtering options for cross-
survey elements, while questions and elements from your parent survey have no filtering
limitations. 

2. Create a new standard report.

https://www.alchemer.com/contact/
http://help.alchemer.com/help/combined-related-survey-data


3. To add cross-survey questions and elements, click the insert button and select your question
type. 

4. Choose the source for that question type.

 



There are two types of sources to choose from:
SurveysSurveys that you have access to. These are highlighted in teal in the source selector. 

Survey elements will include response data specific to the survey that element is
coming from. 

Global Question LibraryGlobal Question Library elements that you have access to. These are highlighted in
orange in the source selector.

Global Question Library elements will include response data from every survey
that uses that global question or element.

5. After choosing a source, select the question or questions that you would like to add to your
report. 

To add multiple questions, simply click on every question that you would like to add. A
checkmark will indicate if the question is selected. 

In the report builder, each survey element will have a tag identifying the element's source.



6.  You can then apply 'response date' and 'response status' filters to all parent survey and cross-
survey elements in your report.

 Filtering  Filtering 
The 'date' and 'response status' filters are the only filters that can be applied to all elements
in your cross-survey standard report. Other filters will only filter elements from the parent
survey. You will see the following message if you add filters not compatible with the cross-
survey elements:

If you want to add additional filters for cross-survey questions or only to specific questions
from the parent survey, you can do so in the filter options for that individual element. See
steps below:

1. Open the Layout and Options editor for the specific questions



 2. Navigate to the Filter tab and add additional filters to the cross-survey element or specific
parent-survey element. 

SegmentingSegmenting
'Response date' and 'response status' are the only segments that can be applied to all
elements in your cross-survey standard report. You will see the following message if you
add segments not compatible with the cross-survey elements:

7. You can also reorder questions as needed. Survey elements from the same source do not need
to be grouped together. Additionally, elements from the parent survey do not need to the first
items in the standard report.

8. You can also modify the Report Options for cross-survey standard reports.



Report OptionsReport Options

In Report Options there are three tabs:  
Overall Options: No limitations. These options can be applied to all elements in a
standard report that includes cross-survey elements.

Bulk Edit: Some limitations. You cannot add a cross-survey element from the Bulk Edit
tab. You can only add cross-survey elements from the main report view.

Custom CSS: No limitations. These options can be applied to all elements in a standard
report that includes cross-survey elements.

9. Feel free to customize the report with your brand's style. Any changes you make to the report
style will apply to both parent survey and cross-survey elements. 

10. Finally, you can utilize all the normal standard report sharing and downloading capabilities
after adding cross-survey elements to your standard report. Learn more about the options
available to share your standard report.

Downloads and Shared Reports: Survey/Source Tags and Filter Segment WarningsDownloads and Shared Reports: Survey/Source Tags and Filter Segment Warnings
By default, source tags and filter segment warnings are hidden in Downloads and Shared
Reports. If you would like to include these items in your Downloads or Shared Reports, check
the highlighted boxes below. 

 

http://help.alchemer.com/help/share-and-download
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